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Abstract. It is shown that a finitely additive measure on the projections of a
von Neumann algebra without I2 and J/ 1 summands is the restriction of a
state. A definition of a physical state is proposed, and it is shown that such a
physical state on a simple C*-algebra with unit is a state.
1. Introduction
In the classical mathematical model for quantum mechanics one has the notions of
"yes-no experiment" and "state". The state of the system is a certain preparation of
it, and one associates to each experiment a value in each state, namely the
probability for yes in this state, and this mean value is then called the value of the
state on the proposition. As a more detailed description of the set of propositions
including their lattice properties, one uses operator algebras, and one supposes
that the propositions correspond to projections in a noncommutative self-adjoint
algebra of operators on a Hilbert-space [5, 6]. The value of the state on the union
of two compatible disjoint propositions is the sum of the values on each, and since
disjoint compatible propositions correspond to pairwise orthogonal projections,
we find that the state is transformed into a function on the set of projections in the
algebra, which is additive on any finite set of pairwise orthogonal projections.
Such a function is from now on called a measure on projections.
In [6] Mackey asked whether a countably additive measure is the restriction of
a positive linear functional on the algebra -just as in ordinary integration theory and shortly after, Gleason [3] settled the question in the affirmative for the algebra
of all bounded operators on a Hubert space of dimension at least three. Various
people have worked on the problem and we want to mention the works by Aarnes
[1] and Gunson [4], upon which this paper is built. Gunson proves that countably additive measures on hyperfinite II { factors are restrictions of states, by
using showing that such measures have certain continuity properties, and then
Gleason's result on the dense algebra consisting of a union of an increasing
sequence of finite dimensional subfactors. The fundamental lemma Gunson uses is
stated in Lemma 2.3 and it is also crucial here. Aarnes does not study the measure
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problem directly, but the similar problem in the C*-model for quantummechanics. In this model one assumes the physical state to be a function on the
algebra which is a positive linear functional when restricted to self-adjoint abelian
subalgebras. From Aarnes' work we use especially his investigations on pure
physical states and their relations to the primitive ideal spectrum of the algebra.
In Sect. 2 of the paper we introduce some notation and we discuss Gunson's
Lemma.
In Sect. 3 we show that physical states on certain fields of algebras of compact
operators on locally compact spaces are always linear. In particular this covers the
finitely additive measure question for type / von Neumann algebras without
central I2 summands. This result, in turn, is then used in Sect. 4 to prove the
similar result for properly infinite von Neumann algebras. At the end in Sect. 5 we
propose a new definition for physical states and we dare to try to justify it by
nonmathematical arguments. After the definition we show that such a physical
state on a simple C*-algebra with unit is linear.

2. Notation and Gunson's Lemma
As basic references to operator algebras we use the books by Dixmier [2] and
Pedersen [8]. We will let H, K denote Hubert spaces, small Greek letters denote
vectors in such spaces, j / , <M are used for C*-algebras, M and M are names for
von Neumann algebras and small Roman letters correspond to operators. We use
B(H) as a symbol for all bounded operators on H and C(H) for all compact
operators.
2.1. Definitions. A measure on a C*-algebra is a positive function on the set of
projections which is additive on orthogonal projections. A measure μ is said to be
a probability measure if μ(I)= 1. A quasi-state on a C*-algebra s$ is a function
ρ : J/->(C such that
i) ρ is a positive functional on each abelian C*-subalgebra.
ii)
iii)
By [1, Proposition 1, p. 607] there is a one-to-one correspondence between
quasi-states and probability measures on von Neumann-algebras. The correspondence is given by
μ(a)= j λdμ(eλ);

μ = μ\ {projections},

σ(α)

where eλ is the spectral resolution of a self-adjoint element a.
In order to state Gunson's Lemma we need the following definition.
2.2. Definition. Two projections e and / in a C*-algebra sd are said to be isoclinic,
if there is an angle αe[0,f[ such that efe = cos2(a)e and fef = cos2(ot)f.
It is fairly easy to see that e and / are isoclinic if and only if they generate a
copy of M 2 (the 2 x 2 matrices over <C). With this interpretation of isoclinic
projections, we can get an idea of the role played by the following lemma, because
it makes it possible for two rather general projections / and g with \\f — g\\ < 1 to
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find a third projection h such that / and h are contained in a copy of M 3 , h, and g
are contained in another copy of M 3 , and h is close to both e and /, if they are
close to each other. Knowing Gleason's result for M 3 , one then gets the norm
continuity of any probability measure on projections in sd.
2.3. Lemma. Let f and g be two projections in a C*-algebra s$, such that
||/ — #|| < 1 , and suppose there exists a partial isometry u with u*u —f and
fu = gu = 0, then there exists a projection h which is isoclinic with angle
i 1 1 / 2 l l )
to both f and g.
Proof [4, Lemma 2.6, p. 299]. It suffices to see that the numbers α l 5 α 2 defined by
aι = α 2 = α satisfy

but ||sin~ 1 ((/(/-g()/) 1 / 2 )|!=sin~ 1 (ll(/(/-έ/)/) 1 / 2 li) since sin" 1 is increasing on
[0, 1].
Gunson's proof then takes over with only a few modifications it is for instance
necessary to let cosθ denote (fgf)1/2 instead of (/ — f) + (fgf)1/2
Another point
which needs a word is the relation (2.14) in Gunson's proof. At first hand it is not
clear that the operator B defined by (2.14) belongs to the C*-algebra generated by
fgf, but f-(fgf)ί/2
= (f-fgf)(f + (fgf)ll2)~\ and we find that the operator B
of (2.14) is given by (f — fgf)1/2 {f + {fgf)1/2)~ι
cotα, which is easily seen to be a
continuous function of fgf.
It is indicated above how Lemma 2.2 can be used to prove norm continuity,
and this is also the way Gunson proves norm continuity, but he makes explicit use
of the fact that he is dealing with a continuous von Neumann algebra, so we have
to take a slightly different path.
2.4. Proposition. Let f and g be projections with \\f — g\\ < 1 in a C*-algebra s$, u
and v partial isometries in jrf, such that u*u = f = v*v, fu = gu = fv = gv = u*v = 0,
then for any probability measure μ on sd

Proof. Construct via /, g, and u a projection h which is isoclinic to both / and g
with angle α = f sin~ 1 (||/(/ — g)f\\1/2). Then /, g, and h are all orthogonal to vυ*,
and we find that the two sets of partial isometries
{/, (cosαΓ xhf, v}

and

{g, (cosαΓ ιhg, vg(gfg)~1/2}

both generate type J 3 factors. Now μ is linear on both these algebras and we get

Clearly the norm of {f — h) equals the norm or the 2 x 2 matrix
1 —cos2α
— cos asm a

— cosαsinoΛ
/ sinα
•2
=smα
-sin a /
\ — cos a

— cosoΛ
.
.
—sm a/
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The matrix to the right is unitary, so
m

ύ\\f{f-g)f\\

and we get
W)-μ{g)\ύ2\\f-g\\.

3. Continuous Fields of Elementary Algebras
By an elementary algebra we mean a C*-algebra which is isomorphic to the
compact operators on some Hubert space. Continuous fields of elementary
C*-algebras are defined and studied in [3, Chap. 10]. Among other things it is
proved that C*-algebras with continuous trace in most cases are locally trivial
continuous fields of elementary C*-algebras on their spectrum.
3.1. Theorem. Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space, A = ((s/(t))9 Θ) a locally
trivial continuous field of elementary C*-algebras on T, and s/ = Θ the C*-algebra
defined by A. If no s/(t) is isomorphic to M2, then all quasi-states on s$ are linear.
Proof. By [1, Proposition 2, p. 605] we may restrict our attention to pure quasistates. Let ρ be a pure quasi-state; from [1, Theorem 4, p. 612] we know that ρ is
supported on a single point in j / 5 the spectrum of j ^ , if this space is a Hausdorff
space, but we know from [2, Corollaire 10.4.4] that stf is homeomorphic to T, so
we find that ρ is concentrated in a single point t0 of T. In order to prove that ρ is
linear it is by [1, Corollary 2, p. 622] sufficient to prove that ρ is continuous.
We claimed that ρ is concentrated in t0, but that is only true in the sense that
we know ρ(x) = ρ(y) if x and y agree in a neighbourhood of t0 [1, Lemma 2, p. 620],
and what we actually are going to do is to show, that we may suppose, that we are
dealing with functions which are locally constant around t0, and we therefore can
factor ρ through ί0. We have assumed local triviality so we will restrict our
attention to the C*-algebra ($ = C(U, C(H)) where U is a compact neighbourhood
of ί 0 and C(H) is isomorphic to j//ί 0 . Let c be a positive operator in #, then c(ί0) is
a compact operator and the spectrum of c(t0) consists of a decreasing sequence
^ i = ^ 2 = s u c n that infΛ,n = 0, if the sequence is infinite. Now c is a continuous field,
so in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of t0 the operators c(t) will have spectra
which are close to the spectrum of c(t0). If d is a self-adjoint close to c, then d(t) is
close to c{t0) in a certain neighbourhood and we do also find that the spectrum of
d{t) here is very similar to the spectrum of c(t0) in the meaning that the Hausdorff
distances between the spectra is small. This shows that if our degree of accuracy is
chosen in a suitable way, then to a given ε > 0 we can find a continuous function /
with support in [ε/4, oo[, and a neighbourhood V of t0 such that for any t in V
σ(f(c)(0) = σ(f(d)(ί)) = {0}u|l ; εσ(c(ί 0 ))|λ t >ε/4}.
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Let λv...,λnbe
the eigenvalues for c(ί0) for which λ{ > ε/4, and let pp q}e C(F, C(H))
be the spectral projections in this algebra corresponding to λ. for the operators
f(c) IV and f(d) \ V. Clearly p- and q. can be supposed to be arbitrarily close to each
other if one just first makes V sufficiently small and secondly chooses d close
enough to c. We will therefore assume that

j=i

I

dimension p.(to)\

\

(1)

It is fairly easy to see that we may assume that \\c — f(c)\\ ^ε/4 and \\d — f(d)\\ ^ε/4,
so we obtain
\Q(c) ~ Q(d)\ ^\Q{c- f(c))\ + |ρ(d - f{d))\ + |ρ(/(c)) - ρ(f(d))\

Σ^\Q(Pj)~Q%)\'

(2)

If the fibres are infinite dimensional, the conditions of Proposition 2.4 are fulfilled
immediately. If the fibres are finite dimensional and not of dimension one, it may
happen that the dimension of pβ) is bigger than a third of the dimension of H. If
this is the case we split p. into a sum of minimal projections {rk)k — 1,... d i m p ^ )
(rk has support on all of V\ and we find that q. can be split into a similar sum (sk)
such that \\rk— sk\\ ^ 2 | | p 7 — g/ || 1 / 2 We can now use Proposition 2.4 on rfe and ^ and
we see from (1) and (2) that ρ is continuous, and the theorem follows.

4. Von Neumann Algebras
4.1. Theorem. Let μbe a probability measure on a von Neumann algebra M without
central summands of type I2 or IIv then μ is the restriction of a state.
Proof. Section 3 covers the finite type / part of M, so we may assume that M is
properly infinite.
The ingredient which is most important in this proof is, on the other hand, the
result for finite type / algebras. Suppose namely that p and q are two projections
and suppose moreover that (puq)'nM contains a copy, say F, of M 3 containing /,
then (puguF)" is a finite type I von Neumann algebra with central summands of
degree bigger than 3, and the previous section shows that μ is linear on (p\jq)".
Here we made assumptions on the size of the relative commutant, and we will
in the rest of the proof fulfill this condition simply by looking at μ's restriction to a
subalgebra M of M, whose relative commutant is a factor of type / 3 . When we
have proven the linearity on M, we claim that the reader can easily see that μ will
be linear on M too. We will first show the existence of an increasing sequence (pn)
of projections in M such that pn~(I — pn)~I and μ(pn)^l — 2~n. We do this by
induction, so assume that pv ...,pk_1 are found, then I — pk_x can be split into a
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sum f + g with f~g^I.
Let pk be pk_1 plus the one of the projections / and g on
which μ takes the biggest value, then clearly I~pk~I — pk, and
We will now show that μ is linear on all the algebras of the form pnMpn, by
building any two positive small operators in such an algebra into two projections
in M. Let us fix n and let a and b be two positive operators in pnMpn such that
n
0 ^ α ^ ^ p π and O^b^^Pn- ^ order to show that μ(a + b) = μ(a) + μ(b\ we
construct two orthogonal projections q and r such that pnqpn = a, pnrpn = b, and
μ(pnqpn) ~ μ(q\ μ(pnrpn) ~ μ{r). Let ε > 0 be given and choose fc > n such that μ(pk) > 1
— (<^ε)~2, moreover choose partial isometries w, t;, and w with common support pn
and pairwise orthogonal ranges contained in I — pk. Then the operators
2a)112

and

1

y

are partial isometries with orthogonal ranges q and r, satisfying the relations
described above. For any of the projections q, r, and g + r we have linearity on the
algebra generated by that projection and pn. Furthermore the range of (/ — pn)q is
contained in (/ — pk\ so by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get for q
\μ(q) - μ(a)\ = \μ((I - pn) qpn) + μ(q(I - pn))\ ^ 1 ε,

and also similar results for r and q + r, so
Define fn to be the linear functional on M given by
then, since μ(I — p π )|0, the sequence (/„) becomes a Cauchy sequence in the dual of
M and hence converges to a state / on M. In order to complete the proof we show
that the restriction of / to the projections in M is μ, so we look at an arbitrary q
and a pn, and we find since both μ and / are linear on (pnvq)" and agree on pnMpn,
that
) - μ(q)\ g \f(Pnqpn)

- μ(Pnqpn)\ + \f(q) - f(pnqpj

+ \μ(q) -

μ(pnqpn)\.

Since / ( p n ) | 1 and μ(pπ)ΐ 1, we find f(q) = μ{q). In the beginning we claimed that it
would not be a serious matter only to prove the theorem for M - a relative
commutant of a type 7 3 subfactor of M - and we hope the reader is convinced
when we mention that we can find a sequence of I3 subfactors Fn in such a way
that there are sequences of projections en and partial isometries vn, un such that
{en,vn,un}

belongs to Fn, en is minimal in Fn, v*vn = u*un = en, en + vnv* + unu* = I9

and μ(en)y\l. So far we have proved that the functionals gn(x) = μ{enxen + vnxv*
+ unxu*) are all linear and we get that gn(p) converges to μ(p) for each projection p,
so μ is linear.
5. Physical States
We have not been able to prove that all measures on projections in a von
Neumann algebra of type 7/1 are restrictions of states, but we have, on the other
hand, when trying to solve this problem, found some extra conditions which are
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sufficient. These conditions look reasonable from a physicist's point of view - we
think - and they do give a result which carries over to quasi-states on simple
C*-algebras with unit.
We will first state our proposal for the definition of physical states and
secondly try to convince the reader that this is reasonable for "physical" reasons.
5.1. Definition. A quasi-state on a C*-algebra stf is said to be a physical state if it
belongs to the w*-closed convex hull of states φ which satisfy
1) k e r ( φ ) n j / + + {0} and O^/i^/cEker(φ)^/zekerφ.
2) For each n in N, there exists a quasi-state φn on jtf(g)Mn, satisfying 1) and

Vaesί \φn(a®T) = φ(a).

The condition 1) is justified by the notion of state used by quantum physicists,
e.g. Jauch. In [5, p. 92] Jauch describes a state as the result of a series of physical
manipulations on the system which constitute the preparation of the state. We
understand this in such a way that the manipulations are made, such that a
number of physical data are fixed or known to be in certain regions. This means in
the classical quantum mechanical model that certain questions have definite
answers in this state and therefore that there exist non-trivial projections p such
that φ(p) = 0. In the C*-model for quantum mechanics we interpret this as the first
half of condition 1). The second half may be more troublesome in general, but if we
assume that operators have range projections inside the algebra, and that the
physical state φ is normal on abelian subalgebras, then for any pair h, k with 0 g h
^/ceker(φ), the range projection [fe] belongs to ker(φ), [fc] commutes with h and
dominates a positive multiple of h, so φ(h) = 0, and we find that the second half is
automatically fulfilled.
Let us now look at condition 2. For two compatible physical systems the
algebra of observables for the combined system is the tensorproduct of the two
algebras corresponding to each system, or perhaps more correctly one assumes
that the two algebras are commuting subalgebras of a third. Many of the algebras
corresponding to physical systems contain copies of MtP as an example one may
look at an elementary particle in one dimension [5, Chap. 12]. The algebra
corresponding to this system is normally considered to be all of B(H), and
therefore contains a copy of Mn, but if one does not want to include all these
operators, one could instead look at the C*-algebra generated by the spectral
projections for the position-operator and the unitaries corresponding to space
translations. At least for a mathematician who is out on thin ice, it looks
reasonable that operators corresponding to such concrete things as place and
translation should be in the algebra. Assuming this we find very easily a copy of
Mn in this algebra. Define namely u to be the unitary which translates one unit
length and define e to be the spectral projection corresponding to the set

then one finds that {uιeu*j\l g i , j ^ n } , is a set of matrix units for a copy of M π ,
containing /, inside this algebra of observables.
After this attempt to convince the reader that "real physical states" are physical
according to this definition, we want to show that such states - at least in some
cases - are linear.
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5.2. Theorem. Any physical state on a simple C*-algebra with unit is linear.
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement for a quasistate, which satisfies 1) and
2) of definition 5.1.
Let φ be a physical state on the unital, simple C*-algebra si and let c and d
be elements in si such that 3 / 4 / ^ c ^ / and 3/4/^d^I. We will show linearity on
c + d by a method similar to the one used for properly infinite von Neumann
+
algebras. To this end we first remark that for any b in ker(φ)rW \{0} and any a
+
in J>/ , there exist elements zv ..., zn in si, such that a = £ ztz* and ]Γ z*zf ^ iVfe for
a suitable N in N. This follows from the Riesz-decomposition [7, p. 14], in the
following way. Since si is simple with unit si is also algebraically simple, and we
n

find that a= Σsfbtt, on the other hand 0rg(sf — tf)b(sr,— t•) and α^O, so we have

0 ύ a = I Σ (s*fet,. + ίf
The version of Riesz-decomposition found in [8, Corollary 7.8, p. 30] shows
immediately that there exists operators zi5 i=l,...,2n such that
and z * z ^ max {||s || 2 , ||ί.|| 2 }b.

a=£Zίzf

In order to follow the ideas from the properly infinite case we build (/ — c) and
(I — d) into pairwise orthogonal projection matrices
'

(I-c)

(/-c)1' .x: α

x*(/-c)1/2

x*x

a*

β*

y

o\
o

(/-d)

{1-dyi'y

y * ( / - ίί)

1/2

0

0

:

0

0

λs

0

μ

0

0

A*
V/
/
M*
0/
and therefore we seek operators x and y such that (/ — c) 1 / 2 (/ — d)lί2 + xy* = 0 and
moreover, such that the operators inside the dotted lines are majorized by a
multiple of bφl^u for a suitable high k.
By [7, Proposition 1.4.5, p. 12] there exists an operator u in J / such that
0

0

0

and
Let us write [ ( ( / - d ) 1 / 2 ( / - c ) ( / - d ) 1 / 2 ] 1 / 4 =
define x and y as n x n matrices over J / by

X

zfzf with zfz^Nb;

2z*u*

0

x* =
1/2 Z*M*

y* =

0 ,
2*

)/2 "

then we will
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and we get xy*= —{I — c)1/2{I — d)1/2. Next we do choose operator / 1 ? ...,/ f c and
g1,...,gm

such that

and
By construction the partial isometries ι> and w in j / ® M ( 1 + n + f ( + m ) given below
have pairwise orthogonal range projections of the form p, q mentioned above.
/

\

/d-d)112

12

(I-c) '

1

]/ϊz*u*

1/2 "

n

0

V2

fΐ

v=

\

0

f*
Jk

0
0
\

/

\

Λ

• /

Let β denote the matrix unit (projection) corresponding to the upper left hand
corner, then since we do assume that we always may factor the situation by 3 x 3
matrices, any physical state is linear on the algebra generated by e and any other
projection.
Let s = n +fc+ m + l and ψ a physical state on J/(X)M S which extends φ on
j/(χ)/, and let u be a unitary in the compact group °U of unitaries in Ms. For each
u
u
such u we get another physical state extension ψ by ψ (x) = ψ((I(g)u*) x(I®u)\ and
we find by integration over °lί with respect to the normalized Haar measure that
we may as well assume that ψ is °U invariant.
The linearity of ψ on C*(e9 p) implies
\ψ(p) - ψ(epe)\ S \ψ((I ~ e)pe)\ + \ψ{p{I - e))\
By construction (I - e) p(I - e)SK(b®I)(I - e)^K{b®I) so ψ(p) = ψ(epe).
The C*-algebra generated by epe and Ms is on the other hand C*(epe)®Ms,
and therefore the restriction of ψ to this algebra is linear (Theorem 3.1) and °U
invariant. Consequently we get
λ

ψ(epe) = ψ({I - c)0e) = s~ ^((1 - c)®I) = s~ φ(I - c).
We do of course get similar results for q and p + q, so we have proved the linearity
of φ since
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